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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we study the effectiveness of the multilevel paradigm 
in considerably reducing the diagnosis latency of distributed 
algorithms for fault detection in networks with unreliable 
processors. This study is based on our work in [6] that generalizes 
the algorithm in [3]. 

In 1967, Preparata, Metze and Chien [ I ]  proposed a model called 
the PMC model and a framework, called System-Level Diagnosis, 
for diagnosing faults in a network of processors. The PMC model 
allows faulty processors also to test. Thus some of the results could 
be unreliable. In the more than three decades following this 
pioneering work, several issues arising from the application of this 
framework have been investigated and resolved. Diagnosis 
algorithms based on the PMC model are assumed to be executed on 
a single highly reliable supervisory processor. A single supervisory 
processor is a bottleneck in a system with a large number of 
processing elements. Distributed diagnosis algorithms exploiting 
the inherent parallelism available in a multiprocessor system are 
desirable. This led Kuhl and Reddy [2] to pioneer the area of 
distributed system level diagnosis. Major algorithmic contributions 
in this area include those by Bianchini and Buskens [3], Rangarajan 
and Dahbura [4], and Duarte and Nanya [5]. While the algorithms 
in [3] and [5] assume the existence of a logical fully connected 
network, the algorithm in [4] is applicable to networks of arbitrary 
topologies. The diagnosis latency of Bianchini and Buskens' 
algorithm [3] (called the ADSD algorithm) is O(M testing rounds, 
where N is the number of processors (machines) in the network and 
"testing rouns' refers to the period of time in which every fault free 
node has tested another node as fault free and has obtained the 
diagnostic information from that node or has tested all other nodes 
as faulty. Diagnosis latency refers to the time (measured in terms of 
testing rounds) taken for all fault free nodes to reach a consensus 
view of the faulUfault-free status of the whole network, after the last 
fault event (failure or recovery). The recent work in [6] discusses a 
multilevel distributed diagnosis algorithm and discusses the 
effectiveness of the multilevel paradigm in distributed diagnosis. 
An application of this work in the design of a distributed network 
management system is presented in 171. The work reported in the 
present paper extends and refines the preliminary results of [8]. In 
our presentation certain details are omitted due to space limitations. 
Complete discussion may be found in [6]. 

1. Introduction 

2. ML-ADSD: Multi-Level Adaptive 
Distributed System-Level Diagnosis 

In this section we propose the design of a multi-level adaptive 
distributed diagnosis algorithm for fully connected networks, which 
generalizes the ADSD algorithm of Bianchini and Buskens. This 
algorithm will be called the ML-ADSD algorithm. We assume a 
logically connected complete network G of N nodes. The nodes are 
first partitioned into p clusters. Thus each cluster has N/p nodes. 

We assume that both N and p are powers of 2. A pictorial tree 
description of this algorithm is shown in Figure 1. We assume that 
each cluster at level 1 has at least one fault free node. We denote 
the last level by M. 
2.1Algorithm Specification 

Level-i Clusters and Leaders 
At level I of the tree representation are thep original clusters, to be 
called the level-1 clusters. In general, at level i there are pR'-' 
clusters, each containing at most two nodes which are leaders of 
two level-(i-l) clusters. In view of our assumption that each cluster 
has at least one fault free node, all clusters at levels greater than one 
contain exactly two nodes. In each cluster the node with the 
smallest id will be called the leader of that cluster. In all clusters at 
levels greater than 1 the leader will be called the left node and the 
other node will be called the right node of that cluster. Also, if M c 
togp + 1, then at level M there will be one cluster 0fpj2"~ nodes, 
one for each cluster at level M- 1. Each cluster at level i < M may 
be viewed as the root of the subtree with 2"' level-I clusters as 
leaves. Specifically, consider the j t h  cluster (counted from left) in 
level i. This cluster may be viewed as representing the level-I 
clusters numbered from j2'" to (j+l)Zi.'-I. Each one of the two 
nodes in this cluster will then represent half of this group of the 
level-I clusters. That is, the left node in this cluster will represent 
the level-I clusters numbered fromj2"' to 2'~'(2j+I)-l, and the right 
node will represent the clusters numbered from 2"'(2j+l) to 
(i+l)Zi~'-I, We shall refer by Pi,J(i) the set of level-l clusters 
represented by the left node in cluster j at level i, and by P,J{i) the 
set of clusters represented by the right node in jth cluster at level i. 
See Figure 2 for a pictorial explanation of these definitions. If M < 
log p + 1, then the level-I clusters represented by the j th  node at 
level Mare those at the leaves of the subtree rooted at this node and 
will be denoted by P,(M). 

2.2 Data Structures 
In the ML-ADSD algorithm, a node niJ (ith node in cluster j )  uses 
an array called TESTED-UPl,, to update the testing results. 
TESTED-UPiJ is a two-dimensional array of size (N/p x p). Also 
the row index i represents the node id in its cluster and the column 
index j represents the cluster id. I n .  addition, entry 
TESTED-UPij[u][k] = v at node nw means that node i in cluster j 
has received a diagnosis message from a neighbor node (which it 
has tested as fault-free) indicating node U in cluster k has tested 
node v in cluster k and found node v as fault-free. Also, an entry 
TESTED-UPjJ[i]u] = U means that node i itself has tested node U 
and found node U as fault-free in cluster j. TESTED-UP array is 
used to detect a cycle or equivalently a leader at level I and another 
array LEADER array is used to detect cycle at other levels. 
Level4 Testing Rounds 
Level-I testing is the same as in the ADSD algorithm of [3]. 
I f M  = logp + 1, then nodes a t  level i perform level-i testing 
as follows. The node in the cluster j at level i representing 
Pi,J{,(i) will test the nodes in the level-1 clusters in the set 
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/‘,,ti) until it finds the smallest fault free node, if such a node 
exists, and updates in its TESTED-UP array the status of the 
nodes in these clusters. The  other node in the cluster j at  this 
level representing f,,,{i) will test the nodes in the level-I 
clusters in the set Pld{i) until it finds the smallest fault free 
node , if it  exists, and updates in its TESTED-UP array the 
status of nodes in these clusters. If M log p + I ,  then 
nodes at level Mperform the leve l44  testing as follows. T h e  
p n o d e  in this cluster will test the nodes not in  P,(M) until it 
finds the smallest fault free node in a cluster greater than its 
cluster (modulop)  and updates the TESTED-UP array with 
the status of nodes in other clusters. 

ML-ADSD Algori thm 
Initially all nodes are regular (that is non-leader) nodes and are at 
level 1. During each round each node v executes the following. 
Let k be the current level of node v. 
CASE 1: I fk  = 1, then do the following. 

Execute the level-l testing algorithm. 
lfnode vis  a leader, then set status(v) = leader 
If node v is not a leader then update the TESTED-UP array with 
the status of nodes in other clusters. 

CASE 2: If k > I ,  then do the following. 
Execute the level-k testing algorithm. 

CASE 2.1 If Y detects a cycle using the LEADER array then do the 
following. 

If k is not the last level then do: 
(a) If Y is not a leader then change the level of v to 1 and End 

(b) If v is a leader at level k, then change the level of v to k+l 

. If k IS the last level, then chanae the level of v to 1 and End 

testing round. 

and End testing round. 
- 

testing round. 
CASE 2.2 If Y does not detect a cvcle at level k. then test ~~ 

If Y is still the fault free node with the smallest id in the group of 
level-i clusters at the leaves of the subtree rooted at v. 

Ifyes, execute the level-I testing algorithm and End round. 
Otherwise, change the level of v to 1 

2.2 Proof of Correctness and Diagnosis Latency of the ML- 

We first consider the two level algorithm. In this scheme shown in 
Fig. 3 there will be one cluster o f p  nodes at level 2. We can view 
the ADSD algorithm as a level-I algorithm. Since all the nodes are 
at level 1 in the ADSD algorithm, in at most N testing rounds after 
the last fault event every fault free node will have correct and 
consistent fault status information of all the nodes in the network. 
But in the case of the multilevel algorithm some of the faulty nodes 
could be at level 2 and may recover to become fault free nodes 
while being at level 2. Until they retum to level I ,  the information 
they contain is not reliable and may not be correct. Also, they may 
not perform level-l testing, thereby preventing the election of the 
leaders at level 1 ,  So, in proving the correctness of the two-level 
algorithm we need to ensure that a faulty node after recovery does 
not prevent the election of leader at level 1 and also eventually 
retums to level 1. ML-ADSD algorithm takes care of this. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that initially all nodes are 
fault free and are regular nodes. Our proof of correctness involves 
establishing that after executing a certain number of testing rounds 

ADSD Algorithm 

after the occurrence of the last fault event, all the nodes will have 
the correct view of the fault status of all the nodes in the system. 
The algorithm may be viewed as consisting of three phases. 
Phase 1: In this phase all the nodes identify their respective 
leaders. The nodes in each level-I cluster acquire correct view of 
the fault status of all the nodes in that cluster. In order to elect the 
leader each node must identify, using the data in the TESTED-UP 
array, the cycle of fault free processors at level I .  To do so, each 
node must execute certain number of level-l rounds after the last 
fault event. We need to consider several cases. 
Case 1: No faults occur. 
In this case, all nodes are regular nodes and as in the ADSD 
algorithm, in at most N/P level-l testing rounds after the last fault 
event, all nodes in each level-I cluster will get consistent and 
correct fault status information of all nodes in that cluster, and the 
leader of each cluster will be selected. 
In the following, cluster refers to a level-I cluster. 
Case 2: A faulty node can recover only when it is at level 1. 
Without loss of generality, let us assume that the last fault event is 
the recovery of a faulty node, say node k, in cluster 1. Let C,, the 
cycle of fault free processors in cluster 1 just before the last fault 
event be as in Figure 4(a). Let i be the fault free node with the 
smallest id in CI .  In the worst case node k may also be in a cycle Cz 
of faulty processors before its recovery. Cycle Cz is shown in 
Figure 4(b). Since node k recovers in the last faulty event, the cycle 
of fault free processors after the recovery of node k will be as in 
Figure 4(c). This cycle needs to be identified by ail the fault free 
nodes in cluster 1. 

Let us first assume that node k is less than i. 
In the first testing round after the recovery of node k, node i will 
execute a level-I testing and identify node i, as the next node in the 
cycle of fault free processors. Node i being the leader of cluster 1 
before the recovery, the TESTED-UP, will indicate that node i is a 
leader and so it will change its status to ”leader”. This is because, in 
the TESTED-UP, array of node i .  node k will not be identified as a 
fault free processor until after a certain number of testing rounds. 
Other nodes including node k also will execute one level-I testing 
in this first round, but will not identify themselves as leaders. In the 
second round, being a leader node, node i will execute a level-2 
testing .It will not find itself to be the fault free node with the 
smallest id in cluster. So, it will set its status to “regular”. This 
completes the actions taken by node i in the second round after the 
recovery of node k. Other nodes in cluster I will execute one level- 
I testing and remain as regular nodes. These nodes also will 
identify the next two nodes in the fault free cycle C,. In particular, 
node i l  will identify i2 and i, as the next two nodes in C,. In the 
third round, node i will execute one level-I testing and identify 
itself as leader. After testing i l  fault free and updating its 
TESTED-UP array, it will also identify nodes i l ,  i2, and node i, as 
the next three nodes in the fault free cycle C,. Thus in an even 
round node i will execute one level-2 testing and in an odd round it 
will execute one level-I testing. This will continue until node i 
identifies node k as the smallest fault free node in C, and node i 
recognizes that it is no longer the leader of its cluster. All other 
nodes will execute only level-! testings. Thus, if node k is xth one 
after node i in the fault free cycle C,, then these x nodes will be 
identified by node i in x or x+l rounds after the recovery of node k, 
and the cycle C, of fault free processors will he identified by all the 
nodes in at most N/p or N/’l testing rounds after the last fault 
event. Also, at the end of these rounds, node k will be identified as 
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the leader of cluster 1. The above reasoning is applicable even if 
more than one node recovers in the last fault event. 

Next consider the situation when k is greater than i. 
In this case, in the first round after the last event, node i will 
execute a level-I testing round and may find itself as leader. In the 
second and subsequent testing rounds, being a leader and the fault 
free node with the smallest id, node i will execute a level-I testing 
as well as a level-2 testing and will remain at level 2. On the other 
hand, all other nodes in cluster I will execute only level-I testings. 
Thus, in at most N/p rounds after the last event, node i and all 
other nodes in cluster I will identify node i as their leader 
Case 3: Faulty nodes at level 2 may recover 
Let the last fault event be the recovery of node kat  level 2. 
(a) Let us first consider the situation when node k is not the fault 
free node with the smallest id in cluster I after the last fault event. 
In the first round after its recovery, node k will execute a level-2 
round and will return to “regular” node status. In the second round, 
it will execute one level-I testing and may find itself as a leader 
because, possibly, it was in a cycle of faulty nodes before the last 
fault event. In the third round it will execute one level-2 testing and 
again return to “regular” node status. In the fourth round it will 
execute one level-l testing and may again find itself to be a leader. 
This sequence of alternation between “regular” and “leader” status 
will continue until at most N/P rounds are executed. At the end of 
these rounds, node k and other nodes will identify the cycle C,. 
(b) Let us next consider the situation when node k is the fault free 
node with the smallest id in cluster I after it recovers in the last 
fault event. in this case, in each round after the last fault event, the 
node k will execute both a level-I testing and a level-2 testing and 
will remain at level 2. All other nodes will execute level-I testings 
in these rounds. So, in at most N/p rounds after the last event, 
every node in cluster 1 will identify node k as the leader. 
Summarizing, in at most N/P o r  N/p +I rounds after the last fault 
event all nodes will identify the leader nodes and acquire correct 
view of the status of all the nodes in their respective clusters. 
Phase 2: During this phase, in at most p rounds the fault free 
leaders of the clusters identify the ring of leader nodes at level 2 
using the LEADER array, update their TESTED-UP arrays with 
the status information of all nodes in clusters other than their own. 
Phase 3: During this phase consisting of a t  most N/P Level-1 
rounds, the information at the fault-free leader nodes will be 
propagated to the remaining nodes in their respective cluster. 

Theorem 1: The diagnosis latency of the two-level adaptive 
distributed diagnosis algorithm is at most 2(N/P) +p + 1 rounds.// 

We next consider the multilevel (level > 2) algorithm. Again 
we view the ML-ADSD algorithm as consisting of three 
phase. First we assume that the number of levels M = logp + I. 
Case 1: No faults occur 
Phase 1: In at most N/p level-l rounds after the last fault event, all 
nodes in each level-I cluster will get consistent and correct fault 
status information of all nodes in that cluster, and the leader of each 
cluster will be selected. 
Phase 2 :  The leaders (left nodes of the two clusters at level logp  of 
the first cluster (Oth cluster) and the NR-l‘h cluster) will reach the 
last level in 2(logp-l)  testing rounds, and then perform two testing 
rounds. At the end of these 2Iogp rounds, these two nodes will 
have correct status information of all the nodes in the network. 

While the left nodes of the two clusters at level log p move to 
the last level, the right nodes of these clusters move to level 1. After 
performing one testing round at level 1, these right nodes will move 
to level log p after 2(log p-2) rounds and perform two additional 
rounds at that level to collect information from the left nodes in 
their respective clusters the correct fault status information of all 
nodes in the network, In all, they perform 2(logp-I) + 1 rounds to 
collect correct fault status information of all nodes in the network. 

Continuing as above, in general, the right nodes of the clusters 
at level i perform 2(i-1) + 1 rounds to collect the correct status 
information of all nodes in the network. Note that 2 5 I5 logp. 
Phase 3: Finally, the nodes in all level-I clusters will collect from 
their respective leaders the correct fault status information of all the 
nodes in the network in at most N/P level-l testing rounds 
Combining all these rounds, all nodes will have correct fault status 
information of all the nodes in the network in at most (N/p + [2 Cog 
p + 2 ( logp  - 1) + 2 ( logp  - 2 ) +  ......... + 21 +logp-  I + N/p) 

= 2 N/p + (logp + 2) logp - I testing rounds. 
Case 2: Only Faulty nodes a t  level 1 recover 
As in Case 2 in the discussion in the previous section, all nodes will 
identify their cluster leaders in Phase I in at most N/p or N/p + I 
rounds. The other phases will proceed as in Case 1 above. So the 
diagnosis latency in this case is one more than that for the first case. 
Case 3: Faulty nodes a t  levels greater than one may recover 
In this case, an additional at most 2 log p testing rounds will be 
required for all the fault free nodes to return to level 1.  So, in this 
case the diagnosis latency is 2 N/p + (logp +4) logp rounds. 

Theorem 2: If M = logp + 1, the diagnosis latency of the M- 
Level ML-ADSD algorithm is at most 2 N/P + (logp + 4) log 
p testing rounds.// 

Proceeding as above, we can determine the diagnosis latency for 
the M-level ML-ADSD algorithm as in Theorem 3. 

Theorem 3: The diagnosis latency ofthe M-level algorithm (M > 
2) is at most 

= 2 N/p + (logp + I )  ( logp)  + logp  ~ I 

2 Nlp + (M-2) (M+4) +pZ (-M+3’ + 1 testing rounds. 

Using similar arguments we can show that the total number of tests 
performed by the ML-ADSD algorithm is at most 
Nz(2/p+(2(Iogp(logp+4)/~), Using these results we can compute 
the optimum value of p which achieves the best performance in 
terms ofdiagnosis latency and number of tests. 

3. Simulation 
We simulated the ML-ADSD algorithm and performed extensive 
testing for the case M = log p+l levels. We have used the discrete 
event simulation language SSS [9]. From the results in Table I it 
can be seen that the ML-ADSD algorithm is superior to the ADSD 
algorithm both in terms of the diagnosis latency as well as the 
number of tests performed. This work thus demonstrates the 
effectiveness of the multi-level paradig6 in distributed fault 
detection. 

4. Summary 
In this paper we presented the design of a multilevel distributed 
diagnosis for fault location in networks with unreliable processors. 
Our work demonstrates the effectiveness of the multi-level 
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paradigm in reducing the diagnosis latency and the number of tests 
performed 
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